
 

ATMOSAIRÔ DBD BIPOLAR IONIZATION 
TECHNOLOGY CONTINUOUSLY STERILIZES, 

DISINFECTS & DEODORIZES YOUR INDOOR AIR 
SAVE ENERGY, REMOVE ODOURS, VIRUSES, 

BACTERIA, GERMS, ALLERGENS, MOULD, VOC’s  
AND PARTICLES AS SMALL AS PM 0.3 

LAB TESTED & PROVEN TO REDUCE CORONAVIRUSES  
BY OVER 99.92% IN 30 MINUTES 
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Benefits of AtmosAirÔ’s 
DBD Bi-Polar Ionization Technology 

 
• AtmosAirÔ DBD Bipolar Ionization Continuously 24/7 

Decontaminates, Disinfects and Deodorizes the air inside the 
space that you breathe and the surfaces within that space.  
 

• Viral, Microbial, Pathogen, Odour and VOC Reduction – AtmosAir 
Bipolar technology is an active and continuous disinfectant, 
continuously deactivating Viruses (including Covid-19), Bacteria, 
Mould, Odours, PM10, PM2.5, and PM0.3 Particles, VOC’s, and 
Allergens from the air you breathe. 

 

• Testing performed at Microchem Laboratory, one of the world's 
pre-eminent EPA and FDA registered laboratories in the United 
States, verified that the presence of Coronavirus was reduced by 
99.92% within 30 minutes or less of exposure to AtmosAir's BPI 
technology.  

 

• Energy Savings:  – In February 2022 an ASHRAE Study at Fresno 
State University proved that a MERV 13 air filter combined with 
AtmosAir Bipolar Ionization  was almost IDENTICAL in performance 
to that of a HEPA high efficiency filter. With AtmosAir, it’s now 
possible to accomplish HEPA level filtration but with considerably 
cheaper filter replacement, no HEPA HVAC retrofitting expenses, 
minimal pressure drop, decreased HVAC maintenance costs, and 
lower energy costs associated with all of the previous points.  

 
• Reduction in Demand Controlled Ventilation outdoor air 

requirements: With an engineered air purification approach, using 
AtmosAir, ASHRAE’s 62.1 Guidelines allow you to reduce the 
volume of hot uncooled outside air while providing greatly 
increased indoor air quality. We often see energy savings of 5% to 
as much as 25%  
 

• Minimal maintenance is needed. Once every 2 years (17,600 hours) 
replace the bi-polar ionisation tubes.  
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How ProMedUSA + AtmosAir Works 
How ProMedUSA + AtmosAir Works How AtmosAirÔ Bi-Polar Ionisation Works 

Here’s how it works: 
 

• Air carries Oxygen molecules over the bi-polar ionization tubes. Our Bi-polar ionization tubes create an 
energy field (cold plasma corona discharge), producing highly energized (12.07ev) positively and 
negatively charged Oxygen ions. These bi-polar ions are so highly charged and powerful, they survive 
for up to 5+ minutes in the space or room. The airflow from your aircon distributes these energized ions 
throughout your room or space into your actual breathing level. 
 

• The 12.07EV energy level is essential to cause the electrons in the oxygen atoms outer orbit to become 
“excited” to the next orbital level – producing the + and – Oxygen ions with sufficient energy to 
deactivate viruses, and remove odours, mould, VOC’s and particulate matter up to PM0.3 
 

• These powerfully charged bipolar ions are attracted to, and bond with the coronavirus molecules 
floating in the air, allergens, pollutants like odours and VOC’s, PM 10, 2.5 and 0.3 particles and 
deactivate them, or cause them to agglomerate (stick together) and drop out of your breathing range. 
 

• AtmosAirÔ actively seeks out the contaminants in the space, continuously purifying and 
decontaminating the indoor air keeping you and your family and associates safe, 
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Covid-19 and other viruses are spread through aerosol droplets floating in the air that we 
inhale. AtmosAirÔ Bi-Polar Ionisation (BPI) continuously saturates the air with powerful + and - 
charged Oxygen ions in the space at the level where you actually breathe.  These bipolar ions 
continuously decontaminate and disinfect that space.  
 

Viruses 

Mould Spores 



 

AtmosAir is a Continuous, Active 

Disinfection Solution 

• Virus particles and other contaminants float in the air at your breathing level. 
 

• They are not sucked back into the aircon return duct where they might be filtered 

out. The virus load floats in the air where you breathe, which is why Covid-19 is so 

easily transmitted. 
 

• AtmosAir’s powerfully charged positive and negative Oxygen ions (Bipolar ions) 

work continuously inside the room or space where you are breathing and 

deactivate viruses in the air to disinfect and decontaminate that indoor air and 

the surfaces that you touch. 
 

• Only AtmosAir works Actively INSIDE the space you are in. All other systems are 

Passive and need the pathogen particles to first be sucked back into the aircon 

where they might pass the HEPA filter or PCO or UVC device. 

These are examples of passive systems: 

Ozone and PCO devices Air Purifiers HEPA Filters UV-C Lamps 
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AtmosAir Bi-Polar Ionisation

Paul Sussman
            Certifications:



	

Model CMH / M2 Application Photo 

AirPro-1 

AirPro-Max 

AirPro-Plus 
Portable  

Bi-Polar Ionisers 

Spaces of up  

to 100 M2 

Small, Portable and 

lightweight (1kg)  

bi-polar ioniser for 

rooms of up to 100 M2  

AirPro-Mini 
Bipolar Ionizer + 

Ozone 

Approximately 

50M2 

Residential 

applications, Hotel 

Rooms, Offices, 

Clinics, Hospital 

Rooms, Classrooms  

Rainier 

Portable 

Bipolar 

Ionizer  

Air Sterilizer 

Approximately 

Up to 100 M2 

Residential 

applications, Hotel 

Rooms, Offices, 

Clinics, Hospital 

Rooms, Classrooms  

SGFC-400 

340 – 1,700 CMH 

 

Approximately 

50 M2 

Smaller residential 

applications, Hotel 

Rooms, Fan Coils, 

Heat Pumps, Cassette, 

and wall mount 

Aircons 

 

SGMH-880 

SGMH-882 
 

(1 or 2 tubes) 

1,360 to 8,500 

CMH 

 

Approximately 

112 - 178 M2 

Virtually any 

application from wall 

mount to in-duct 
 

SGFC-100 

SGFC-102 
 

(1 or 2 tubes) 

1,360 to 8,500 

CMH 

 

Approximately 

112 - 178 M2 

Virtually any 

application from wall 

mount to in-duct 

	

SG- 500F 
(5-“F” Tubes)  

and 

SG- 508F 
(8-“F” Tubes) 

10,000 to 25,500 

CMH 

 

Approximately 

Up to 775 M2  

Commercial AHU’s 

And 

In-duct installations 

 

 

AtmosAware 

Sensor 

 

 

N/A 

 

Real time monitoring of 

CO2, PM2.5, TVOC’s, and 

Temperature, RH 
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Dr. Philip Tierno, Jr.  “Dr. Germ” 
Professor of Microbiology and Pathology 
New York University School of Medicine 

NYU Langone Medical Center 

Dr. Philip M. Tierno, Jr. Professor of Microbiology and Pathology at New York University and NYU 
Langone Medical Center reviewed published research and testing on AtmosAir Bipolar purification 
technology and wrote in a recent paper: 
 

“There is only one technology that satisfies all of the tenants for providing clean indoor air 
quality for an entire building, which uses low energy, is effective against bacteria, viruses 
and mold fungi (whether in air or on surfaces), neutralizes particulates, breaks down VOC’s, 
eliminates unpleasant odors, eliminates static electricity and produces no chemical or 
harmful by-products (including NO ozone production) and this is accomplished by the 
production of positive and negative ions (bipolar ionization). That system is AtmosAir Bipolar 
Ionization. 

“AtmosAir Bipolar Ionization causes production of clusters of bi-polar ions and hydroxyl radicals 
which attach to the surface of microbes removing hydrogen from the microbe’s cell wall, thereby 
killing them. It can reduce 99.99% of microbes in a matter of minutes. Ions work in a continuous 
fashion to disinfect the air.” 

Since the virus is spread via direct and indirect contact, the continuous application of Bi-Polar 

Ions emitted to ambient air by the AtmosAir System continuously disinfect both the breathing space 

and surfaces. It is the most effective system for continuously cleaning and decontaminating indoor 

air.  

As mentioned above, the possibility of aerosolized spread of COVID-19 and the ability of particles 

to hang in the air for extended periods of time, would make the consideration of an active air 

cleaning strategy even more prudent.  
 

Also, because Coronaviruses are enveloped viruses, they are easier to kill compared to naked 
viruses like Noroviruses. AtmosAir has shown significant reduction of bacteria and viruses in both 
laboratory and in situ testing. Spaces like airport terminals where travellers from affected regions 
may carry and spread this virus could implement the AtmosAir bi-polar ionization air cleaning system 
as a step to combat the spread of illness.” 
 

On 23 March 2020, Dr. Tierno wrote in another paper: 
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TEST RESULTS FROM MICROCHEM LABORATORY 
 

HUMAN CORONAVIRUS STRAIN 229E ATCC VR-740 

Surface test 10 June 2020 

99.92% reduction in 30 minutes 

Surface test on fabric mask 11 Sept 2020 

Over 99.44% reduction in 30 minute test 
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AtmosAware WiFi Enabled  IAQ Sensors 

The AtmosAware System makes it simple to monitor your indoor air IAQ 

in real time on your mobile phone, tablet or laptop. It is WiFi enabled 

and backed up by cloud storage. 
 

The AtmosAware System includes sensors, a web platform (subscription 

based) and a mobile app that enables you to check CO2, PM2.5, PM10, 

Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOC Levels), Temperature and 

Humidity on your mobile device of choice. 
 

Data can be analyzed on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and also view 

historical levels for comparison making report generation simple. 

 

AtmosAware Sensors 

Customized Data Displays 
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Breathe crisp, clean, and disinfected 

“Mountain-Fresh” Indoor air again

   

    

  

     

 

 

111 North Bridge Road

#08-27 Peninsula Plaza

Singapore 179098

Tel: (65) 6836-9665 Fax: (65) 6836-6887

sales@promedusa.us

www.atmosair-singapore.com


